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More and more the modern world requires us to use the internet to complete many
of our everyday tasks. This generation will be the digital natives. They will never have
known a world without internet. They will text more than they talk. Their posts will
replace photo albums and diaries. Their communities will be world-wide. They will
have friends that they may never meet. They will voice their opinions through blogs
and forums. They will both shrink and expand our world at the same time. They will
need the tools to do this safely.
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All of these can now be wireless and frequently bluetooth. You may have set limits
on your router but your child can take their device to a hotspot and use the device
without filters. They may use Bluetooth to pair to a friend’s device or even use a
friend’s phone as a mobile Hotspot to gain access to the internet. Unless you set
restrictions, even an e-reader can allow access to content inappropriate for children.
Always password-protect app stores so that you keep control over what apps your
child is using. Disable in app purchasing – some children have run up enormous bills
for their parents because they don’t understand that real money is used to buy the
extra gems etc that the game needs. Check the settings on mobile devices. Many of
them track location. This can reveal your child’s location to people online. Insist on
random checks of your child’s device. Give clear rules and make clear what sanctions
there will be for breaking them. Make sure you check games that your children play.
Many allow online chat. This can raise issues with inappropriate language or even
arranging face to face meetings.
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We teach our children Stranger Danger. We teach them road safety. We choose
videos that are suited to their age. We need to apply the same thinking to the
internet. Video games especially are a huge problem. We have children in school
who play games such as Medal of Honour, Call of Duty and Grand Theft Auto. All of
these have at least a 16+ PEGI rating but are often bought for Junior age children,
who then play them, often unsupervised. You may not buy these games for your
child but they may still play them at a friend’s house. Be aware that if you have older
children they may introduce their younger siblings to the sites they use. Talk to the
whole family and make sure everyone knows the rules for your household. Be aware
that it is illegal to supply an age-restricted product to a child below the age rating,
even if it is being played at home. Make sure all family members know this – the
child may ask grandparents to buy a game.
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Many of these sites have age limits but only need an email to join and no checks are
made if children lie about date of birth. Video sharing is becoming more and more
popular. Many children aspire to be famous vloggers and follow You Tubers etc.
Recent news stories have revealed some of these people being involved in illegal
activities or radicalising behaviour. Children’s views and attitudes are being
influenced by people they have never met. It can be very difficult to keep control of
the audience for these posts. They can be shared by friends to other people that the
child did not intend to see it. There is video capture software available that can
screen grab a child’s video and repost it without anyone realising. Many of these end
up on the Dark Net and can be almost impossible to remove.
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Teach your children Netiquette – ask before posting pictures, don’t reveal names or
locations that could identify a person, don’t use offensive language, report users
who do.
Anyone can blog to Tumblr and often they have “fanfics”. These can be inappropriate
and vary greatly from the original content. It is easy to search for something safe and
end up somewhere inappropriate.
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Unlike physical bullying, cyber-bullying can be ever present. It is much harder to spot
and harder for victims to break free from. The anonymous nature of the bullying
means it can often escalate in a way that face to face bullying would not. Cyberbullies do not see the victim’s distress. No matter how tempted you may be, don’t
send messages yourself to someone you think may be a cyber-bully. We often find
situations escalate when children’s arguments become adult’s arguments.
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Keep an eye out for news stories you can share about adults who have suffered the
consequences of posting without thinking, especially when these involve historic
posts – lots of stories recently of people losing their jobs when old tweets and posts
have been rediscovered. Be prepared to talk about sensitive issues like online
grooming, sexting and fake profiles. Encourage your child to talk to you about
anything they are uncomfortable about. Reassure them that you can and will help if
they make a mistake using social media. Be supportive if they are worried about a
friend’s online behaviour. If you know the parents, you could share information with
them.
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